Handedness is an issue that arises frequently in algebra: a coset may be a left-coset or a right-coset, an action may be a left-action or a right-action, an ideal may be a left ideal or a right ideal. In this document we talk about various choices that can be made for the symmetric group, and how to do so consistently.
The first choice to be made is how to multiply in the symmetric group. It is hopeless to write down a useful formal definition of the choice here, so let us illustrate by example: if multiplication in S n is defined such that (12)(13) = (132), we will say that we are using the Function Convention.
Conversely, if multiplication is defined such that (12)(13) = (123), we will say that we are using the Reading Convention. The names are intended to be somewhat evocative: the Function Convention multiplies like functions compose, and the Reading Convention multiplies like we read in English. (Perhaps a more linguistically neutral term would be "Operational Convention" but we won't use it here.)
[ Notice that these are really conventions about multiplications: although there may be ambiguity about what (25)(24) means, there is never any ambiguity about which permutation (1354) refers to. Actually, these are really conventions about non-commuting multiplications, since even (1354)(26) is unambiguous. ]
To convert between permutations in cycle notation and in one-line notation, it will help to think about actions. There is another choice to be made here, acting on the left or the right, which is somewhat more subtle.
You may suspect that the choice to act in one direction or the other is determined already, morally speaking, by looking at the regular actions. But this is not true: the left-and rightmultiplication determine perfectly good left-and right-actions, respectively, under either the Function Convention or the Reading Convention.
Instead, consider the following observation, whose proof is straightforward:
Proposition. Let A be a set of n objects, and let L be the set of lists of length n using each object in A exactly once. Then the maps S n × L → L given by
and
are respectively left and right actions of S n when using the Function Convention; and are respectively right and left actions of S n when using the Reading Convention.
(If you wish to write the proof, it may help your sanity to observe that regardless of what Convention is being used, (σπ)
You may think that the first class of actions is more natural than the second based on the notation, but both are natural when viewed from the lens of examples. In fact, arguably the second is more natural than the first. (We are about to write down examples, but I will assure you ahead of time that we won't be multiplying group elements in these examplesso it should cause you no alarm that we write both classes of actions as left-actions; simply choose Function when using the first class and Reading when using the second.)
The first class, i.e. the one where (123) · abcd = bcad, may respectably be called the Replacement Convention, because, for instance, the element in the first position has been replaced by the element in the second position.
Conversely, the second class, in which (123) · abcd = cabd, may respectably be called the the Dynamic Convention, because, for instance, the element in the first position has moved to the second position.
When A = {1, . . . , n}, the set L in this proposition is, of course, identified with the set S n of permutations by considering them as elements in one-line notation. With this new language, we can rewrite the proposition in somewhat more "prescriptive" form:
Theorem.
• To obtain consistency in the left-action, we must either use the Function Convention and the Dynamic Convention, or the Reading Convention and the Replacement Convention.
• To obtain consistency in the right-action, we must either use the Function Convention and the Replacement Convention, or the Reading Convention and the Dynamic Convention.
In particular, the somewhat annoying conclusion is that you cannot produce a setup so that both the left and right action are consistent. But you knew this already: if there were, it would be widely known, and we would think that using anything else is ridiculous, and you wouldn't have had to read this Note.
It is worth noting two hidden conventions, if only to dispell doubts that they have been ignored:
First, that the identification of L with S n is not natural: one-line notation is, itself, a convention: in particular, we usually interpret 4312 as (1423) since there is a 4 in the first position, a 2 in the fourth position, and so on. However, in the spirit of the replace/move observation: we may also reasonably interpret 4312 as (1324) since the 1 has moved to the third position, the 3 has moved to the second position, and so on.
(You might think to show that the usual one-line notation is more natural by appealing to two-line notation, but two-line notation has its own convention issues: does the top permute into the bottom or does the bottom permute into the top?)
Second, we may say that the actions from the Proposition follow the Positional Convention, because π acts on the positions: for instance (123) · 4312 is either 3142 or 1432, respectively. However, we could instead choose to let π act on the numbers, resulting in the Numerical Convention: (123) · 4312 is either 4123 or 4231. Note that even with the Numerical Convention, the justifications for calling 4123 "replacement" and 4231 "dynamic" are still valid.
[ Full disclosure: I haven't checked what happens if you go full-bore with the Numerical Convention, but you will notice by going through some examples that everything else pretty much just changes whether a given representation corresponds to σ or σ −1 , whereas changing Positional to Numerical actually does something more substantial. It is hard to believe that the entire scheme collapses if you change to Numerical, so I worry that I am missing some substantial convention elsewhere. ]
